The purpose of this note is to announce a constructive proof of the following theorem of Brown, Douglas, and Fillmore [1] which yields a quantitative version subject to a certain natural resolvent condition. Complete proofs will appear elsewhere.
<e, (iv) \\{T -XI)-X \\ < (dist(A,X) -e)-1 if dist(A,X) > e. Then there is a compact operator K such that \\K\\ < fx{z) and T -K is a normal operator with spectrum X.
The most important special case in our proof is the annulus A -{A € C: Ri < |A| < R2) In this case, the result obtained is much stronger and applies to more general operators. and such that T -K is normal with spectrum A.IfT is essentially normal, then K may be taken to be compact.
Theorem 3 is obtained by using a polar decomposition analogous to the rectangular decomposition used by the second author in [2] , where he proves the following absorption theorem, Theorem 4. This construction as described in [2] represents the key technical device which allows us to achieve the results of this note. Theorems 1 and 2 now follow. Indeed, let T be an essentially normal operator with zero index data. We have shown that T is quasidiagonal. So we see T -K = ]C n >i ®^n ® iV, where N is a diagonal normal operator and <T(N) = a e (T) = X. The finite-dimensional operator T n belongs to St n {X) and lim n _>oo t n =0. If T satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, then one also can arrange that sup^itn < e. Using Theorem 5, one attaches to each T n a summand N n of N so that there is a normal matrix M n with ||T n ei\r n -M n ||<* n . So r-x^^e(T n eiv n )eiv n>l which differs from the normal operator X^n>i ®^n®N by a compact operator of norm at most /x(sup n > 1 t n ).
There are many questions left open for consideration. One of the most pertinent problems is the following. 
